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1. Abstract
This study adresses the problems that arise in the process
of annotating emotions and attitudes from the acoustic signal
only. The study was evoked by the practical requirement to
define acoustic properties of prominent words reflecting emo-
tional/cognitive state of human subjects and to suggest an al-
ternative labeling procedure for annotating expressive speech in
the SmartKom project.

2. Introduction
Development of an effect-oriented annotation is known to be
a serious challenge during the research into expressive speech
[2]. A search for an adequate and more or less unified method
for transcribing those aspects of the expressive speech which
are believed to be relevant in the signalling and recognition of
emotions presents particular difficulties [7].

This study adresses the problems that arise in the process
of determining emotional or cognitive state of human subjects
from the acoustic signal only. It was evoked by the practical
requirement to improve the labeling procedure consistencyin
the SmartKom project1. In particular it addresses the difficul-
ties that were reported by the labelers working in the SmartKom
project, who were in charge of labeling prominent words which
reflect the emotional or cognitive state of the speaker. Their dif-
ficulties were partly due to the lack of an effective procedure for
distinguishing between prosodic accents2 and accents reflecting
emotional/cognitive state of the speaker by using only auditory
impressions.

In order to better assess the problems reported by this group
of labelers, their results have been compared with the output
of two other independent groups of labelers, one working on
the identification of the accentuated words, and one evaluating
video output.

By comparing and contrasting the results of the three
groups, we were able to evaluate the reliability of the process
of determining “user state” from acoustic signal only. We sug-
gested an alternative procedure which would improve the over-
all reliability of this group of labelers’ work by allowing them to
benefit from and enhance upon the results of the output achieved
by the other groups.

1SmartKom project is being supported by the German Federal Min-
istry of Education and Research, grant no. 01 IL 905. The responsibility
for the contents of this study lies with the author.

2During the whole study we have been searching for the uniform
english term which would unambiguously indicate a stress related to a
word as a whole. We found both terms, ”stress” and ”accent”, used on
this occassion. We decided to use the term ”accent” in order to differ-
entiate between lexical stress of a word from accentuation used to put
certain words within an utterance in focus.

3. Speech data
Our speech data were recorded in so called Wizard-of-Oz ex-
periments. Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) is a technical term for sim-
ulated man–machine interaction. ”Simulated” means that in
fact interaction takes place between two humans though one of
them believes he is talking to a fully automated system. The
“wizards” who play the role of the automated system talk in a
computer like manner, use predifined vocabulary, their voice is
manipulated and the subjects can not see them. The subjects
are instructed that they will talk to an automated system which
can understand speech, facial expressions and gestures. Each
dialogue lasts approx. 4.5 minutes and takes place in a room
equipped with two standard DV cameras (one for the frontal
and one for the side view of the subject), an infrared camera,
directional microphone, a microphone array with 4 channels,
a headset or a clip microphone [13] as well as an interactive
computer display with self-operating functions (as the subjects
think). The subjects are requested to make arrangements of
some kind about the TV or Cinema programs and to perform
some simple actions with the help of the system (e.g. to reserve
a cinema ticket, record a TV program on the video recorder,
etc).

Each dialogue consists of approx. 10-40 turns alternately
between subject and system turns. Each turn varies in time from
relatively short (approx. 5 seconds) to relatively long (longer
than 15 seconds).

As total of 450 WOZ dialogues were recorded at the Uni-
versity of Munich between 2000 and 2003 as part of the
SmartKom project. Information on the project could be found
in [10], [8], [12].

Our main interests were the prosodic features of the speech
of the subjects recorded in the WOZ experiments.

3.1. Spontaneous speech in WOZ dialogues

The interaction between the subjects and the system in the WOZ
experiments elicited spontaneous speech of the subjects.

At the segmental level, the speech of the subjects exhibits a
wide range of long or relatively short pauses sometimes in syn-
tactically or semantically ”impossible” locations indicating hes-
itations rather than an intonational phrase boundary [5]. Among
other dysfluency categories observed in our speech data and
characteristic of spontaneous speech, are breathing, hesitation
particles like� oh� , � “ahm� , breakoffs and laughing [4].

The following example demonstrates a typical utterance of
the subjects:

User: Oh no, thanks. Yes.� PP� Well. � PP�
Would � P� you � A � please. . . oh. . .3

3 � PP� means “very long pauses” of� � � � � � � and� P� – “long
pauses” of� 	 � � � � . � A � means breathing.
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Other important features of the spontaneous speech were
significant and rash changes in speech rate of the WOZ sub-
jects which were caused by cognitive planning. For example,
it frequently happened that the system refused to recognizethe
orders of the subjects in a correct way (known as recognition
failure in terms of man–machine communication) and the sub-
jects slowed down the speech rate [6], [9], or began to articulate
the words in an extremely clear or even hyperarticulated way.
Since they had been instructed not to finish the dialogue be-
fore the predefined time had elapsed, they had to find a way to
improve their speech or correct their orders so that the commu-
nication could continue.

3.2. Expressive speech in WOZ dialogues

When the system continuously refused to understand the sub-
ject, emotional patterns of anger, dissatisfaction or boredom
prevailed and caused sequences of expressive speech.

To avoid the debates on the definition of what emotions are,
we use here the term “expressive speech” to emphasize that we
deal with the noticeable expression of the emotional or cogni-
tive state of the speakers in the WOZ dialogues. Another term
describing the emotional and cognitive state of the user in man–
machine communication is “user state”.

If repeated recognition failure could give rise to anger, grief
or any other negative emotional states of the speakers, we could
suggest that the fulfillment of the speakers’ request (to reserve a
cinema ticket, for example) would lead to the expression of the
positive emotional states like joy or gratification.

We have already mentioned that the subjects could slow
down their speech rate or hyperarticulate the words as a result of
the consciousplanning in the situation of the recognition failure.
When emotions prevail (which implies that conscious planning
is no longer taking place), then the prosodic features such as
strong accentuation of words in loud fast speech could replace
pauses and hesitations.

3.2.1. Evaluation of expressive speech

It is a well-known fact that it is difficult to distinguish be-
tween what the speaker is really feeling and what he is express-
ing. Moreover speakers vary in their ability to express emotive
meaning vocally and the listeners vary in their ability to recog-
nize and interpret emotions from recorded speech [3].

Emotional or cognitive state of the speaker could manifest
itself through irregular accentuation, which means that the ac-
cented words occur in unusual positions or are accented too
strongly.

What positions are unusual and how could we distinguish
between unusual and usual accentuation? The way this ques-
tion has been solved in the SmartKom project is as follows.
There were two labeling procedures, the first one elaborated
to label words with regular accentuation (primary, secondary
and contrastive accents) and the second one to label words with
irregular accentuation (emphasis and strong emphasis). The re-
lationship between regular and irregular accentuation, acoustic
parameters affecting the auditory impression of accentuation,
link to facial expressions — these are the aspects which we will
discuss in sections 4 and 5.

4. Annotation of data
The recorded WOZ dialogues have been annotated on various
levels. Along with the transliteration of the speech of bothparts,
the subject and the system, annotation of facial expressions and

gestures shown by the subjects in the video stream took place.
After transliteration of the speech data was completed, it was
annotated by two separate groups of labelers who had to follow
different approaches during annotation work. The first group
had to assign prosodic labels of primary, secondary and con-
trastive accents to the accented words in the dialogue turnsof
the subjects. The second group had to use 9 prosodic labels to
describe the emotional and cognitive state of the subject. These
labels are shown in figure 1. In order to differentiate between
the annotation results of two groups we will speak about ”reg-
ular” annotation fullfilled by the first group and ”irregular” an-
notation fullfilled by the second group.

Accentuation �� �

syllable lengthening

�emphasis

�� �

strong emphasis

Pauses �� �

between syllables

�between words

�� �

between phrases

Articulation �� �

laughter, . . .

�clear articulation

�� �

hyperarticulation

Figure 1:
Inventory of the irregular prosodic labels elaborated to describe
emotional and cognitive state of the speaker from the acoustic
signal.

4.1. Regular annotation of prosodic accents

First of all it should be noticed that the regular annotationof the
prosodic accents in the SmartKom project was not based on any
specific prosodic model and did not include any conscious anal-
ysis of the syntactic structure of an utterance or phrase. The la-
belers had to rely on their auditory capability to perceive promi-
nent words as well as to distinguish between more and less ac-
cented words in an utterance [8]. Of course, not all words within
one utterance had to be labeled as prominent, otherwise it would
be impossible to talk about prominence of this or that word. The
level of prominence was to be described by selecting one of the
three labels that will be briefly presented below.

The primary accent (phrase accent) was assigned to the
most prominent word in the phrase that contains the most im-
portant information for the listener. The secondary accenthad to
be assigned to the less prominent words in the phrases in which
the primary accent had already been defined. The contrastive
accent could replace the primary accent if the accent was per-
ceived as very strong and contrasted with any of the words in
the phrase. An example for contrastive accent could be the word
”today” contrasting with the word ”tomorrow” in the sentence
”Today [constrastive accent] not tomorrow I will be there”.The
number of the labels within a phrase was not restricted [11].
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Figure 2: Oscillogram of the German utterance “because otherwise I’d ran away immediately”. The label “emphasis” was assigned to
the words “normalerweise” (+3 Hz/+4dB) and “abhauen” (+14 Hz/-1 dB). The sentence was produced along with the facial expression
of “strong anger/irritation”.

4.2. Irregular annotation of prosodic accents

Emotional and cognitive state of the speaker were describedon
the base of the 9 labels (see figure 1). Some of the irregular
prosodic labels would be more characteristic for cognitivestates
of planning and thinking (pauses or hyperarticulation) as we
have already suggested in section 3, other labels seem to have a
stronger link to the emotional state of the speaker (emphasis or
syllable lengthening).

Irregular prosodic labels could be divided into 3 subgroups:
(i) accentuation: syllable lengthening, emphasis, strongem-
phasis, (ii) pauses between syllables, words and phrases, (iii)
type of articulation: words overlapped with laughter (coughing,
other natural articulations produced by the speaker), clear and
hyperarticulated type of articulation.

In section 4 we named ”emphasis” and ”strong emphasis”
irregular prosodic accents. This designation is a voluntary one
since there is nothing irregular in the definition of the ”empha-
sis” or ”strong emphasis” itself. The intention was to assign
both labels to the words which seem prominent because of their
link to the emotional or cognitive state of the subject and there-
fore are considered irregular in comparison with just prominent
words in the phrase.

The labels ”emphasis” and ”strong emphasis” have been re-
ported by the labelers to be the most difficult to apply to the
speech data. The most frequently asked question was how they
should differentiate the words that are prominent because of
their linguistic prominence in the utterance from the wordsthat
are prominent because the speakers might have been angry or
happy when they pronounced this or that word. The following
study is an attempt to answer this question.

5. Data analysis
The label of ”emphasis” was reported by the labelers as the
most difficult one to annotate. Therefore we decided to carry
out selective acoustic analysis of the words which had been al-

ready labeled with ”emphasis”. The intention was to find out
whether there was any acoustic reality like higher pitch or in-
tensity, which could have affected auditory impression of the
labelers. We believed that the labelers would benefit from the
knowledge of the acoustic features affecting the auditory im-
pression of the ”emphasis”. We were also interested in the fast
and practical output of the analysis since we had more data to
label. Therefore we analysed only a relatively small amountof
data. In total 84 words labeled with ”emphasis” in the pronoun-
ciation of 19 different subjects were analysed. All subjects were
native speakers of German.

5.1. Acoustic parameters of ”emphasis”

The main result of the study was that approx. 88% of the
words labeled with ”emphasis” were articulated with higher
pitch and/or intensity than all words in a phrase taken together.

We measured only pitch and intensity because these param-
eters are important for accentuation [1] and because measure-
ment of pitch and intensity could be done quickly and easily,
which was in agreement with our practical needs.

We extracted the phrases containing the words labeled with
”emphasis” from the dialogues and measured mean values of
pitch and intensity using the options of the Praat program.

5.1.1. Method

Figure 2 shows the oscillogram, pitch (F0) and intensity (en-
ergy) contours as well as transliteration of the phrase ”weil ich
wuerde normalerweise gleich abhauen”. The label ”emphasis”
was assigned to the words ”normalerweise” and ”abhauen”. We
will describe our method using this example.

We marked the word “normalerweise” and received mean
values of pitch and intensity using the corresponding option
of the Praat program. The mean value of pitch was 234Hz,
of intensity was 74dB. After that we marked the whole phrase
“weil ich wuerde normalerweise gleich abhauen” and received
the values 231Hz/70dB. The difference of +3 Hz/+4dB between
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mean values of pitch and intensity supports the auditory im-
pression of prominence of the word “normalerweise”. In case
of the word “abhauen” the difference amounts to +14Hz/-1dB
whereby negative difference for intensity could be explained by
the final position of the word in the phrase.

Using this method we measured 84 cases of “emphasis”
within one phrase. Only 10 of them (approx.12%) did not show
higher pitch or intensity level.

One of the likely disadvantages of this method is that the
number of words as well as the inventory of vowels/consonants
vary from phrase to phrase. However we believe that it was
necessary to compare mean values of pitch and intensity of the
prominent words with mean values of pitch and intensity of the
phrase. We suggest that auditory impression of the prominence
occurs within one phrase.

We received support for our suggestion that auditory im-
pression of the “emphasis” could be explained by the acoustic
prominence of the word in the phrase. The words labeled with
“emphasis” were supposed to contain information on the emo-
tional and cognitive state of the speaker. Taking into consider-
ation the results of the analysis we have to conclude that emo-
tional and cognitive state of the speaker correlates with higher
pitch and intensity.

5.2. Regular and irregular annotation of prosodic accents

We have compared the results of two labeling procedures de-
scribed in section 4 and have found out that out of 84 words
labeled with “emphasis” 81 of them were assigned with pri-
mary, secondary or contrastive accent by the another group of
labelers.

We analyzed some additional speech data and extracted
2979 labels of ”emphasis”4 in 280 WOZ dialogues in which
175 subjects had taken part. Except for 179 labels of “empha-
sis” (6%), all of them were labeled with primary, secondary or
contrastive accent.

Let us recall the difference between the two labeling proce-
dures described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The first group labeled
regular prosodic accents of primary, secondary and contrastive
accents and used informational structure of utterances as crite-
ria for prominence. The second group labeled irregular prosodic
accents and used emotional or cognitive state of the subjects as
criteria for prominence.

The results of the comparison between the two labeling pro-
cedures show that in spite of different concepts of what a promi-
nent word is, both groups labeled the same words, once under
the name ”primary, secondary or contrastive accents” and once
under the name of ”emphasis” or ”strong emphasis”.

5.3. Relationship between prosodic accents and facial ex-
pressions

WOZ dialogues have been annotated on various levels. One
of these levels was annotation of the facial expressions of the
subjects. We compared the results of this annotation with the
results of both prosodic annotations. Only 24% of the words
assigned with ”emphasis” were supported by the facial expres-
sion of emotional/cognitive state.

Table 1 shows ten examples of how annotation of facial ex-
pressions supports auditory impression of emotional/cognitive

4There has been a relatively small number of words labeled with
”strong emphasis” compared with ”emphasis”. ”Strong emphasis” cor-
related with regular prosodic labels in the same way as the label “em-
phasis” did.

state of the speaker. The first column presents information
on the gender of 10 different speakers, five males and five fe-
males. In the second column the words labeled with ”empha-
sis” are shown. Acoustic correlates of the word ”Kino” (”cin-
ema”) show dependence on facial expressions: the difference
of +39Hz corresponds to ”weak joy/gratification”, the smaller
difference of +9Hz corresponds to ”weak helplessness” and
lastly the negative difference of -4Hz corresponds to ”weakpon-
dering/reflecting”. This decrease in pitch values demonstrates
the passage from positive emotional state of joy/gratification to
cognitive state of pondering/thinking.

The fact that only 24% of the expressive speech labels are
supported by one of the labels for facial expressions could be
explained as follows: speakers tend to express their emotional
or cognitive state either by means of speech or by means of
facial expressions.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we presented two labeling procedures elaborated
to annotate prosodic features of spontaneous and expressive
speech in WOZ experiments. The study of acoustic correlates
of “emphasis” and “strong emphasis” supported the hypothesis
that emotional/cognitive state of the subjects can be expressed
by means of increase in pitch and intensity values.

Another result of the study was that only 24% of the words
labeled with “emphasis” were supported by facial expressions
of emotional/cognitive state. This result supports the suggestion
that speakers tend to express their emotional or cognitive state
either by means of speech or by means of facial expressions.

We showed that all except for 6% of 2979 words labeled
with “emphasis” coincided with either primary, secondary or
contrastive accent which means that in spite of different con-
cepts of what a prominent word is, both groups labeled the
same words twice. This procedure does not allow us to decide
whether a certain confusion of regular and irregular accentu-
ation took place during the annotation process or whether the
information on the emotional/cognitive state and primary,sec-
ondary, contrastive accents is carried by the same words in the
phrase.

The results of the comparison between annotation of regular
and irregular accents encourage us to search for an alternative
labeling procedure which would more adequately reflect the dif-
ference between regular and irregular prosodic accents. Inorder
to prevent duplicate blind labeling of the same prosodic phe-

gender word F0 A PL facial expression

male Film +8 +3 PA joy/gratification (weak)
male Kino +39 +3 PA joy/gratification (weak)
male Kino +9 +1 PA helplessness (weak)
male Kino -4 +2 PA pondering/reflecting (weak)
male das +10 +5 PA pondering/reflecting (weak)
fem. ja +10 +4 NA helplessness (weak)
fem. kann -6 +5 no pondering/reflecting (weak)
fem. dort +43 +2 PA anger/irritation (strong)
fem. bloede +18 +5 PA anger/irritation (weak)
fem. bloed +4 +1 PA anger/irritation (weak)

Table 1: Relationship between annotation of emo-
tional/cognitive state of speakers and (i) pitch in Hz, (ii)
intensity in dB, (iii) prosodic accents, (iv) facial expression. PA
means primary, NA – secondary accent.
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nomena, once under the name of “emphasis” or “strong empha-
sis” and once under the name “primary, secondary, contrastive
accent” we would suggest to do it in the following way. The
labelers should be aware of the fact that the auditive impression
of the regular and irregular prosodic accents is often a result
of the same acoustic combination of higher pitch and intensity.
Therefore we believe that the following succession of the label-
ing procedure would be more effective than the parallel annota-
tion of regular and irregular prosodic accents.

First, the labelers should assign prosodic accents whenever
they are supported by the linguistic structure of the phraseor the
sentence. After that the annotation results should be submitted
to the “user state” group of labelers. The description of the
emotional and cognitive state should proceed on the basis of
already completed analysis of regular prosodic patterns.

If it is possible to extract emotional or cognitive prosodic
accents from the acoustic signal, then it does not matter whether
regular prosodic labels can be seen or not by the labelers. But
if the regular prosodic labels are seen, then we can expect more
conscious analysis of the difference between the prosodic pat-
terns resulting from the emotional and cognitive state of the sub-
ject and prosodic patterns of the phrase.

If a labeler assigns a word with “emphasis” in spite of the
fact that this word already has a label of regular prosodic accent,
then this decision will support the hypothesis that information
on both, emotional/cognitive state and prosodic phrase accentu-
ation, is carried by the same words.
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Figure 3:
Universal reference character of pitch and intensity. Riseof
pitch and/or intensity can result in the auditory impression of
linguistic prominence, emotional/cognitve prominence and can
be found in both positive and negative facial expressions. The
question mark designates any other phenomenon which could
be linked to the rise of pitch and/or intensity.

We would like to conclude our study with figure 3 which il-
lustrates the rather universal reference character of acoustic val-
ues of pitch and intensity. An increase in pitch and intensity re-
sults in the auditory impression of either regular prosodicaccen-
tuation or irregular prosodic accentuation. Expressive speech

measured at higher values of pitch and intensity refers to joy
but also to anger. There are perhaps other pairs of differentphe-
nomena which could be described by the increase in pitch and
intensity. The results of our study show that it is difficult to con-
clude on the emotional or cognitive state of the speaker fromthe
speech signal only.
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